ABSTRACT

Software products never grow old, or fade away. The designs, their patterns and the ideas embodied in them are carried over and over again for a long time. In this presentation we explore the venues of immortalizing the software systems and the intellectual components they are made up of. We argue that such indestructible systems must embody crucial application ideas and functions but also exemplify user oriented architectural forms that personify ease of use, crash free operations, and user maintainable and/or maintenance free within the specified constraints. We approach the issue by recognizing the implicit fact that a software malfunction is a disaster, however small it is. Based on our previous studies in disaster hardening systems, we apply the ideas used in preventing and mitigating disasters to the methods of designing and developing software systems. We show the mutual commonality as well as areas where methods used in one can be carried over effectively into the other.

We can treat the software system development as a ‘disaster-prone’ system. We consider a crash as an example of a disaster. We consider the minimum infra-structural requirements based on the application, and the operational and user environments. We review the strategies of disaster awareness, anticipation, proactive pre-emption, and precaution to prevent and/or mitigate the effects of the major or minor catastrophes.

We survey methods used in software quality improvements and show their applicability to activities in disaster mitigation and control. We illustrate these with examples using the CMM, Sigma Six and Taguchi- based ideas which show that mutual exchange of concepts enrich the important fields of software development and disaster control and mitigation.

We conclude by identifying the important overlap between the two areas of software development and disaster mitigation. The software change management and maintenance methods can greatly benefit by ideas from disaster technology. The software developed under damage and disaster control techniques can be robust, resilient and long lasting.
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